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Abstract. Most of the oil produced in the world is directed to the production of motor fuels, and
the upcoming reorganization of the transport communications market forces analysts to revise the
technological basis and the economy of oil refining. New trends in carbon market can significantly affect
the annual balance of consumption of crude oil in the refining and petrochemical industries.
Therefore, it is necessary now, taking into account these new trends, to consider a new direction for the
development of the oil industry, namely the reprofiling of the existing equipment of the refinery from the
dominant production of motor fuels (gasoline, diesel fuels, jet fuel) to the production of petrochemical
raw materials.
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Abstract. An article describes practical experience of LUKOIL company in the field of research
and development of bituminous materials. LUKOIL refineries have the potential to produce high-quality
binders to meet the current needs of the bitumen market and ultimately to improve the quality and
durability of road pavements in Russia.
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Abstract. The process of catalytic reforming is one of the most demanded processes for obtaining
automobile fuel in the Russian Federation. However, reforming gas contains a large amount of aromatic
hydrocarbons (up to 70%), including benzene (2-7%), which does not meet the requirements of the
current norms of the Technical Regulations of the Customs Union (TR TS 013/2011) in Russia, the
content of aromatic hydrocarbons in commercial gasolines should not be more than 35%, including the
benzene content - not more than 1%. This is the main problem of this process at present.
One of the options for reducing benzene content in reforming gasoline is the preliminary preparation of
raw materials - removal of benzene precursors. Combined reforming, removal of benzene by fractionation
of the reformate with the isolation of the benzene-toluenexylene fraction, reduction of the benzene
content in the reformates by preliminarily alkylating with olefins, removal of the HC-85°C fraction from
the reforming feedstock, followed by hydroisomerization, and the isolation and hydroisomerization of the
benzene-containing reformate fraction can also be used.
Today, there are many options for reducing benzene. It is necessary to take into account their advantages
and disadvantages for the optimal selection of process technology.
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Abstract. The paper contains information on the study of the technology of aromatization of
hydrocarbons with the addition of the residual reformate fraction to the traditional catalytic reforming
feedstock.
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Abstract. The article considers the production of petroleum paraffin waxes according to GOST
23683-89. The analysis of requirements to the quality of paraffin waxes is carried out, the problems and
outlook of the methods of research are described. The comparison of modern ecological and technical
requirements, methods of assessing the qualitative characteristics paraffin waxes (produced in Russia and
abroad) in accordance with the current standards is presented. Suggestions are made on the need to amend
GOST 23683-89 both with respect to quality requirements and methods for their evaluation,
recommendations on the classification of paraffin waxes into the separate standards depending on the
degree of their purification and the physic-chemical properties are given.
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Abstract. The article presents current issues of development of theory of modeling for
chimmotology process including the high-temperature deposit formation in a diesel combustion chamber
conditioned by the impersonal lack of formalization of the diesel fuel variables effect in describing the
procedures directly influencing the engineering reliability during the fuel combustion in engines.
The process modeling for high-temperature deposit formation during diesel fuel combustion is carried out
by the authors based on the familiar chimmotology regularities and includes the construction of the
structural and functional, physical and mathematical process models. It was suggested to create a physical
model of the diesel cylinder for the quantitative modeling of high-temperature deposit formation process.
This will ensure temperature and kinetic condition similarity of the fuel ignition and formation of noncomplete combustion products with the regard of the self-dependent assignment and key factors variation,
which determine the high-temperature deposit formation process within the limits corresponding to the
actual magnitudes in the engine.
On the basis of mathematical modeling for deposit formation process as per the results of the active
experiment to investigate the response surface and to test the fuel in the physical model, the authors
obtained the algorithmic regularities of correlation between the fuel composition, conditions of its
application in diesel engines and the results of high-temperature deposit formation process as multifactor
non-linear regression models. The results of the modeling allow us to imagine the potential tendency of
the fuel to the deposit formation through the whole area of condition factors variation as a generalized
factor (integral estimate) of the property to the high-temperature deposit formation.
The authors show lack of uniqueness of the chemicals impact, which are included in the additive
composition intended fsimior the diesel fuels, on the high-temperature deposit formation at the various
conditions of the fuel combustion in an engine. The modeling indicates strongly that the deposit mass,
received under one set of conditions, and cannot be the only and sufficient factor for characterizing the
fuel property for deposit formation within the whole range of engine operation modes. Thus, the
conclusion obtained during modeling about the depressor impact on the deposit formation quantity
(increasing the fuel deposit formation level) qualitatively coincide with the information widely known in
chimmotology and admit to quantitatively justify the need for application the ignition promoters in fuels
containing the depressor additives.
Application of the suggested approach for modeling of the chimmotology processes admits not only to
thoroughly study the deposit formation process in a diesel engine, but also to predict the result of
application of any experiment type of diesel fuels, which have various chemical compositions to be used
in the equipment under actual operating conditions.
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